
FOUR STEPS TO THE
PERFECT STORAGE SPACE

Well-thought-out cabinet solutions use minimal
floor space and yet maximise storage and create
tidy homes – especially useful in open plan living
areas. Blum's ideas make it easy to create storage
in places you would never have thought of.
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Four steps to the perfect storage space

https://www.blum-inspirations.com/en/


SPACE TOWER

You have to keep an enormous number of items in your kitchen. You need
storage space for dinnerware, cooking utensils and food. The SPACE
TOWERcabinet solution comes in all heights, widths and depths so it can be
adapted to individual requirements and offers plenty of storage space. The
drawers can be opened individually, providing clear visibility and easy access
to all contents. SPACE TOWER is also suited to other living areas.

https://www.blum.com/spacetower




SPACE STEP

The intelligent plinth solution SPACE STEP creates additional space in two
ways: First, the hidden step gives you access to higher levels so there's no
stopping you from implementing high cabinets with extra storage. Second,
you can keep seldom used items in the plinth drawer. Another practical plus
point is that SPACE STEP provides children with a safe platform to stand on
to reach worktops or wash basins.

https://www.blum.com/spacestep


SPACE TWIN

This narrow cabinet turns leftover gaps into valuable storage for spices and
baking sheets. When installed near the worktop and hob, SPACE TWIN
ensures things are immediately to hand and simplifies workflows. Despite
its narrow construction, the cabinet is stable and can even be laden with
heavy bottles.

https://www.blum.com/spacetwin


SPACE CORNER

Blum even offers a solution for awkward corners: Available in a wide range
of heights and widths, SPACE CORNER puts corner space to optimum use.
Ergonomic full extensions ensure that you have easy access to all items, be
it cutlery or other utensils. High back panels and drawer sides increase the
storage volume and prevent items from falling down the back of the cabinet.

https://www.blum.com/spacecorner2


The big plus offered by Blum
Good ergonomics and user convenience are important qualities of storage

space and furniture. Our four mechanical and electrical motion technologies
BLUMOTION, SERVO- DRIVE, TIP- ON BLUMOTION and TIP- ON ensure that
pull-outs and doors open and close softly and effortlessly. These motion

technologies make it child's play to open cabinets, store and remove items.

https://www.blum.com/blumotion
https://www.blum.com/servodrive
https://www.blum.com/tiponblumotion
https://www.blum.com/tipon
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